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OFFICERS AND INSTRUCTORS 
NoRMAN ALEXANDROFF, President 
DANIEL D. HowARD .......... . ........ ... .. Dean 
B. A . and M.A .. University of Chicago; Further 
gradua te work. University of Chicago. Fonnerly : 
Psychologist and Principal, Glenwood Manual 
Training School; Psychologist, Central Y.M .C.A. 
College; Psychologist and Director of Research. 
Gulf Coast Military Academy. 
HANS ADLER .... . .. .... ....... .......... . ..... .............. ... ..... History. Philosophy 
M.A .. University of Vienna. Formerly: Instructor. 
University of Vienna; Instructor. Gary College. 
U. S. ALLEN........ ........................ .. .................. Speech 
Twenty-five years with major Broadway dramatic 
productions; fifteen years as Instructor of Speech. 
FLORENCE BAKER ... ..... ........ . .. .... .............................. ..... .. .... .. . .. .... .. Art 
Ph.B .. University of Chicago; M.A .. Northwestern 
University. Northwestern Laboratory School and 
Work Shop. Formerly : H ead of Art Department, 
M ichigan State University. 
STEPHEN BAUMAN... .. ...... Physical Education. Group Work 
B.S .. George Williams College: M.A .. Northwestern 
University. Graduate work. University of Chicago. 
Formerly : Director Camp Haw thorne; A ssociate 
Boys' W ork Director . H yde Park Y .M.C.A.; Area 
Supervisor U.S.O . 
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HARRY BERG.. . ........... .. .... .. .......... .. Radio Engineering 
Radio Broadcast Engineer, W.J.J.D. Eleven years 
experience in Radio Broadcast Engineering. Special 
Study, Illinois Institute of Technology . Harvard 
University, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 
RALPH T . BuEHLMAN.... .......... ........... .. ... .. Radio Engineering 
Technical Supervisor, W.J.J.D. : Radio Engineer. 
W .LN.D.; Instructor, N avy Radio School North-
western University. 
PHILIP R. CANE ........ Journalism, Advertising and Business 
B.S .. Northwestern University. Public relations di-
rector and copywriter, Sydney S. Lovitt C ompany. 
Formerly : With Chicago Journal of Commerce; 
Publicist, Hotel Sherman; Publicity. Columbia Pic-
tures. 
CLYDE C ASWELL. .. ....... ................. Radio, Speech 
Program Director, W .K.M.O.; Announcer , N.B.C.. 
W.K.B.O. , W.D.A.E.: Radio actor "Show Boat." 
"Pepper Box Revue"; Mankato State T eachers 
College. 
HARRY CHRISTIAN.. .. .. .......... ................ ..... ..... .. R adio, Speech 
Producer and Staff Announcer, W .C.F .L: An-
nouncer. W .LN.D. 
BERNICE CRAWFORD .... .. ..... .... . .. ... ...... ........ .. ..... .. .. . Education 
B.A., B.S. a nd M .A., University o f Minnesota. For-
merly: President , V/ isconsin Supervisors' A ssocia-
tion. 
A LLEN EARLE.. ....... ..... ...... .. ........ .. R adio, Speech 
Announc er . W.J. J . D. Forme rl y : Directo r. 
W.B.R.E.; Continuity Director. W.A.Z.L 
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GILBERT C. FERGUSEN............. . ..... ........ Television, Radio 
Stage and radio actor, "Henry Aldrich," "Gang-
busters." "Ma Perkins," "Bachelor's Children." 
Formerly: Producer-Director, W.J.W.C. 
DENTON L. GEYER.. . .............................. ..... .. .. . . .... Education 
B.A. and M.A .. University of Wisconsin; Ph.D .. 
University of Illinois. Chairman. Department of 
Education. Chicago Teachers College. Formerly: 
Professor, University of Illinois, Philosophy Depart-
ment. 
CHAUNCY GRIFFITH . ............. ........... .. ...... ......... Music 
B.M.. University of Rochester: B.Ed.. Western 
Washington College of Education. M.M .. North-
western Universi ty. 
HER~IA1\ L. Gu NTHER .... . . .Radio Engineering 
Radio Broadcast Engineer , W.J.J.D. ; nine years ex-
perience in Radio Broadcast Engineering: Naval Re-
search Radio School. 
HER~IA:-< H. HEGNER ·········· ······ · ··· ·················· · ·· ....... G eography 
Ph.B .. University of Wisconsin. 
AN:-: HEILMA:-.1.. . . ... .... Psychology 
B.A .. William Smith College. M.A .. Hobar t College. 
Further graduate work Ohio Sta te University; Psy-
chologist, Illinois Childrens' H ospital-School. For-
merly : Instructor, Dennison University : Chief C lin-
ical Psychologist, Girls' Indus tria l School, Delaware, 
O hio. 
HAROLD G. LAWRANCE .. . .. . .. .journalism, Advertising and Business 
B.A .. University of Chicago: M.A .. University of 
Minnesota. Formerly : Instructor in Business and 
English. University of Chicago: Head of English 
Department. Stetson University; Dean, Winona 
College. 
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HAROLD MILLER........... ..................... . ...................... ...... . Radio 
B.S .. Armour Institute. Producer. W .B.B.M. and 
C.B.S. 
JoHN MooK... . ................ ...... ...... .... . ....... . .. .. ............. ..Education 
B.Ed .. Ball State Teachers College; M.A .. Lawrence 
College. Formerly: Director of Admissions, Morn-
ingside College. 
ALINE NEFF...... ...... . .............. ........................ .Drama. Speech 
B.A .. Baptist State College; M.S .. Columbia College; 
Extensive experience, major Broadway and Can-
adian Stage Productions ; Radio Producer and Script 
Writer: W.L.S .. W.B.B.M .. A .B.C.. and W.C.F.L. 
BRACE PATTOU .......................... .. ..... ... .............. ...... ......... Journalism 
B.A.. University of Chicago; Staff news writer. 
A.B.C.; Reporter. Wisconsin State Journal; Re-
porter. Chicago Journal of Commerce. 
DANTE Puzzo.... . ........ History. Social Science 
B.A .. and M.A .. University of Chicago. Formerly: 
Instructor of History. Rutgers University. 
JoHN REIDY.. .... .......... ......... . . .... .Radio. Drama 
Formerly: Producer, Major Stage Productions; 
Radio actor and producer various radio shows: 
K.Y.W .. N.B.C.. W.G.N .. W.B.B.M .. etc. 
MARJORIE SHERMAN........ .................... . . ....... . Psychology 
B.A .. University of Chicago; graduate study. Uni-
versity of Chicago. Formerly: Psychologist . Bureau 
of Child Study. City of Chicago; Teacher. Chicago 
Public High Schools; Consultant. United Broadcast-
ing Company. 
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Bas SMITH 
------------------- ------------------------------ -- ----- -------------------Radio 
Formerly: Announcer. W.G.R.M.; Radio actor, 
N.B.C.. W.G.N .. A.B.C. 
CHARLES E. WoLFP ______________ Advertising and Business 
B.A.. Illinois Institute of Technology; M.A.. in 
Business Administration. Northwestern U niversity. 
Associate Professor of Advertising and Marketing. 
Roosevelt College. 
j. LEWIS YAGER .. ·--· --------------· ______________________ Psychology 
B.A .. and Ph.D., University of Chicago. Formerly: 
Director of Guidance and Counseling, Mooseheart 
Laboratory for Child Research: Psychologist. Direc-
tor of Research and Diagnosis. Minnesota State 
Public School. 
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COLUMBIA COLLEGE 
FOR FIFTY-EIGHT YEARS. Columbia College has con-
tributed greatly to the development of professional education in 
the United States. The College has enjoyed a constantly growing 
rej:uta tion for professional thoroughness. for practicality and for 
originality o f instructional method. The graduates of its Radio 
Department alone have gone forth to staff a very large number 
of radio stations throughout the country and have demonstrated 
by their professional competence the excellent training they have 
received. Similar success has been experienced by the graduates 
of other departments of Columbia College. 
To maintain its standards of thoroughness and practicality. 
Columbia College has developed its staff by securing outstanding 
authorities and experts from both the professional and academic 
fields . It has selected men of sound training and, above a ll, of 
extensive experience in their fields of specialization~men who are 
capable of bringing to the student the realities of the business and 
professional world. 
Practical men make for practical instruction. The College has 
pioneered in the development of methods of training w hich a re 
sound and realistic, and which bring results. A work-shop ap-
proach, involving active student participation, makes instruction 
concrete and meaningful. and prepares the student most thoroughly 
and in the shortest time for professional work. 
Whether he chooses any phase of Radio Broadcasting, Radio 
Broadcast Engineering, Speech, Drama, Advertising. Business. 
Education or Journalism, the student receives the most expert 
guidance and instruction available. 
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SELECTION OF STUDE N TS 
Before being accepted by the College, each applicant must pro-
vide evidence through individual conference or correspondence, 
that he has the qualifications and aptitude to follow successfully 
any of the fields for which Columbia College offers training. The 
applicant must furnish satisfactory character references and must 
have a high school education or its equivalent. 
LOCATION OF COLLEGE 
The College is located in the downtown district of Chicago. 
facing Lake Michigan and Grant Park. The facilities of the park 
offer the student unusual opportunity for sports and recreation. 
H ere he may take advantage of the proximity to the Field Museum. 
the Planetarium, the Aquarium, Soldiers' Field and the out-door 
concerts in Grant Park. He is also within walking distance of the 
Art Institute, the Chicago public libraries a nd various radio sta-
tions and theaters. 
DIPLOMAS AND DEGREES 
Columbia College offers the following: 
Bachelor of Speech Degree. 
Master of Speech D egree. 
Non-degree curriculum of concentrated professional 
subjects. 
STUDENTS AT LARGE 
Students who do not elect to work for diplomas or degrees may 
r egister as "students at large" and may select, with the approval 
of the registrar, subjects to meet their particular interests or needs. 
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REQ U IR E ME N T S FOR TH E DIPLO MA 
Students w ho are interested in ta king concentra ted pro fessiona l 
t raining incorporating radio broadcasting. speech, a dvertising. 
journalism, or ra dio broa dcast engineering. may elect to work for 
the special two year diploma. 
The requirements for t he two year d ip loma are the satisfactory 
completion o f sixty semester-hours o f study of w hich t hirty-six 
should be in the student's field o f specia liza tion a nd the ba lance 
in related fields. 
T he subjects in each student's course of study are selected 
under faculty a dvisement to provide a logical a nd sequentia l de-
velopment of his professional competence according to his in-
dividual needs. 
Students who ob tain the two year diploma for professional 
training are permitted to continue their studies for the degree. if 
they should desire to do so. 
li'\ THE REFERE:\'CE ROOM 
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REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DEGREE 
The degree of bachelor of speech is awarded to students who 
complete 120 semester hours of acceptable study. Students trans-
ferring credits from other colleges must complete 30 hours in 
residence at Columbia College. 
A major sequence of thirty-six semester hours, selected from 
Section I o f the curriculum, is required of a ll candidates for the 
degree. 
Related sequences in advertising, journalism, business. or radio 
broadcast engineering, may be elected by students who have a 
specialized interest in these areas. 
The distribution of required subjects is indicated below: 
NUMBER OF 
SEMESTER HRS. 
SUBJECTS IN COURSE 
Speech, Radio Broadcasting, Stage: Subjects selected 
from Section I. Must include Fundamentals of Speech and 
REQUIRED 
Interpretive Speech ... .. ......... ..... ..... ...... 36 
English: Subjects selected from Section V. Must include 
English Composition (I). or Fundamentals of Writing 12 
Science: Subjects selected from Section VI.. 8 
Social Science: Subjects selected from Section V II..... 12 
Humanities: Subjects selected from Section V III and 
Literature: Subjects selected from Sections V 6 
Electives from English, Section V; Science, Section VI; 
Social Science, Section VII; Fine Arts, Section VIII.. 
Electives from Speech, Radio Broadcasting. Stage, Section 
I; Radio Broadcast E ngineering, Section II; and from 
Advertising, Journa lism, Business, Section III 21 
Electives-(To be selected from Curriculum at large) 
Sections I through IX 18 
TOTAL 120 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE 
REQUIREMENTS FOR 
TEACHER EDUCATION 
15 
Students who expect to qualify as public school teachers of 
speech must meet state requirements in terms of educational 
courses and student teaching. 
The following sequence of subjects conforms to the require-
ments o f the Examining Board of the Sta te of Illinois. 
NUMBER OF 
SEMESTER HRS. 
SUBJECTS IN COURSE 
Speech. Radio Broadcasting, Stage: Subjects selected from 
Section I. Must include Fundamentals of Speech and In-
REQUIRED 
terpretive Speech .................................................................... 36 
English: Subjects selected from Section V. Must include 
English Composition(!), or Fundamentals of Writing.... 8 
Science: Subjects selected from Section VI.... 6 
Social Science: Subjects selected from Section VII.. 6 
Humanities: Subjects selected from Section VIII and 
Literature: Subjects selected from Section V... 6 
Electives from English, Section V: Science, Section VI: 
Social Science. Section VII; Fine Arts. Section VIII 
Educational Psychology, (Section IX) 
Methods of T eaching Speech-(See Section IX) .. 
American Education- (See Section IX) 
Student T eaching- (See Section IX) 
Electives in Education- (See Section IX) 
Electives- (To be selected from Curriculum at large) 
Sections I through IX........................................... 35 
T OTAL 120 
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DEPARTMENT OF 
GUIDANCE AND RESEARCH 
Columbia College maintains a Department of Guidance and 
Research which conducts scientific investigations into sociological. 
educational and psychological problems of importance to com-
merce, industry. radio and public affairs. It is expertly staffed 
with counsellors, .psychologists and statisticians. It maintains a 
complete Testing Department. It also provides a Vocational 
Guidance Center for the Veterans Administration. 
The findings of the Department of Guidance and Research have 
gained national recognition and have exerted an important influ-
ence in the various fields in which they were originated. Particu-
larly significant have been the study of listeners' response to radio. 
the comparison of the occupational adjustment of veterans and 
non-veterans, and the comparison of World War II veterans and 
non-veterans in social and personal adjustment. ( Congressional 
Record, June 25, 1945, by U.S. Senator Wiley. J 
Laudable comment has been received from such persons and 
organizations as: 
0MAR N. BRADLEY 
Chief of Staff. U.S. Army 
DWIGHT EISENHOWER 
President, Columbia Univer-
sity; formerly: Chief of Staff. 
U.S. Army. 
R AY H. WILBUR 
Chancellor. Stanford Uni<·er-
sity 
I RVING C. WHITTEMORE 
Director, Boston U niversity 
G. A. MATTSON 
Dir. of T raininf! and Educa-
tion. R adio Corp. of A merica 
MILTON R. YouNG 
United States Senator 
FRED J. KELLY 
Chief, Division of Hif!her 
Education. Federal Security 
A qency 
ELMO K. KEEL 
Former/ fl : N a tiona I Com -
mander. AMVETS 
RALPH BRADFORD 
General Manager, U . S. 
Chamber of C ommerce 
EARL D. STRONG 
Dean. Grinnell College 
EDWARD F. WITSELL 
Major General and Act. Adj. 
Gen'/. U. S. War Depart-
ment 
R. B. H ANDY. JR. 
Adj. Gen'/. V eterans of 
Foreif!n Wars of the U . S. 
DoNALD G . GLASCOFF 
N atio n a l Adjutant . Th e 
American Legion 
RALPH PRATOR 
Director of Admissions. Uni-
versity of Colorado 
PERRY FAULKNER 
Chief, Veterans' Employment 
Service. U. S . Employment 
Service 
JA~I ES F oRRESTAL 
Secretary of Defense 
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES 
RADIO THEATER 
The performances of the Columbia College Players in the Radio 
Theater have received widespread recognition. Throughout the 
year, students present radio dramatic programs in which they 
participate as writers. announcers. players, sound effect techni-
cians. producers and directors . The Radio Theater provides op-
portunity for a ll students who are interested in radio productions 
to obtain realistic experience under professional supervision. Large. 
enthusiastic audiences at each performance have not only provided 
a genuine studio atmosphere, but have demonstrated the effective-
ness of the Columbia College Players' productions. 
MUSIC 
The musical interests of students find expression in various 
college activities. The large college orchestra provides excellent 
music for college dances. The choral club provides another popular 
student activity. For those who prefer listening, courses in music 
appreciation are given almost every semester. In addition. the 
Chicago Symphony Orchestra presents its concerts in Orchestra 
Hall, a short walking distance from the college. During the Sum-
mer session. free concerts are given nightly in the bandshell of 
Grant Park. 
ATHLETICS 
The college maintains an extensive program of athletics. The 
college baseball and basketba ll teams have been of championship 
calibre. In the spacious baseball fields of Grant Park, facing Lake 
l'vlichigan. and in the various gymnasiums of the city, they have 
successfully engaged the best teams in the Chicago area. 
Other opportunities for a thletic activity abound near the college. 
Facilities for swimming. golfing. sailing. tennis , horseback riding 
a nd bowling are readily available for the interested student. 
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STUDENT GUIDANCE 
ACADEMIC COUNSELING 
The development of a program of studies to meet the needs of 
each student is one of the primary objectives of the guidance 
department. At regular staff meetings the academic progress of 
students is thoroughly discussed and suggestions for improvement 
are developed and implemented. 
PLACEMENT BUREAU 
Because of the excellence and practicality of its educational pro-
gram the college has obtained an enviable reputation in the pro-
fessional world. Radio st2tions, colleges, and related organizations, 
constantly request Columbia-trained students to fill a variety of 
positions. The college endeavors to assist all of its graduates to 
obtain positions for which they a re best qualified. 
A recent sludy indicates that practically all o f our graduates 
obtained positions almost immediately a fter completing their train-
ing. 
CREDITS AND ADVANCED STANDING 
The unit of credit used by the college is the semester hour. which 
is equal to eighteen class hours of instruction. 
Advanced standing is given to all students who present sa tis-
factory evidence of previous study from an institution of higher 
lea rning. Students may obtain an evalua tion of their previous 
collegiate work by submitting a transcript of their credits to the 
Registrar. 
Because Columbia College installed a workshop method of edu-
cation. it requested a committee of the following prominent educa-
tors to evaluate the merits o f this approach. 
Dr. John Bartky, Chairman of the committee; Dean of the 
D epartment of Education. Stanford University. 
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Dr. Denton Geyer, Head of the Department of Education. 
Chicago Teachers College. 
Elizabeth Engle. Supervisor of Student Teaching. Chicago 
Teachers College. 
Dr. John DeBoer. Professor of Education . University of 
Illinois. 
The committee conducted an extensive study and was most 
favorably impressed with Columbia College methods of education 
and training. 
TUITION AND FEES 
The tuition is $269.28 for each semester ( 18 weeks) . This fee 
includes scripts. materials and the use of library facilities and text 
books. where required. The regular semester program consists of 
fifteen to s ixteen class hours per week ( 8 subjects) . 
For students who take a limited number o f classes only. the cost 
for each two semester hour class is $33.66 for a semester. This in-
cludes the cost o f materials and scripts and the use of libr:.a y 
facilities . 
The fee for certificates and diplomas is $ 10.00. 
The Columbia College is fully approued for the training of 
ueterans under the G. I . Bill o f Rights. Public Law 346 and Public 
Law 16. 
In the case of veterans. who carry a full-time program ( either 
day or evening) under the G. I. Bill of Rights, the College absorbs 
$4.90 so that the tuition and foregoing fees ( except the fee for 
certificates and diplomas ) do not exceed $500.00 per school year. 
INSTALLMENT PAYMENT OF TUITION 
If necessary. plans for payment of tuition in installments may be 
arranged with the Registrar. 
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SPECIAL PROFESSIONAL COURSES 
SECTION I. 
RADIO BROADCASTING 
SPEECH-STAGE 
The widespread opportunities in the ever-growing field of radio, 
combined with the constant demand for new personnel by radio 
stations, prompted Columbia College to so organize its courses 
that men and women could acquire the necessary skills in a com-
paratively short time. 
Columbia College is in constant communication with radio sta-
tions throughout the United States. checking on their most recent 
requirements a nd modifying the College curriculum accordingly so 
that students are prepared to meet the changing demands of the 
profession. 
C lasses are held day and evening. The instructors are profes-
sionals \\"hose approach is entirely practical and geared to the needs 
and requirements of the radio stations for announcers. news-
casters. writers, actors, producers, directors, business managers. 
salesmen. radio station ma nagers. commercial continuity writers. 
dramatic script writers. etc. The training involves the use o f a 
number of large. fully-equipped radio studios. 
T elevision is incorporated in the R adio Department. 
RADIO AN NOUNCING- COMMERCIAL (I ) : T his course involves a 
genera l introduction to announcing techniques. incorporating sales 
principles of announcing . establishment of interest in a product. 
etc . All work is done on microphone. with emphasis on developing 
the student into an effective radio personality. Students pa rticipate 
in practical clas3-room demonstrations of oral selling. Sincerity. 
coherence of thought and clarity of expression are s tressed . 
2 Semester H ours 
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RADIO ANNOUNCING-COMMERCIAL ( 2): A continuation of Radio 
Announcing-Commercial (I). Prerequisite : Radio Announcing-
Commercial (I). 2 Semester Hours 
RADIO ANNOUNCING-COMMERCIAL ( 3): A continuation of Radio 
Announcing-Commercial ( 2). Prerequisite: Radio Announcing-
Commercial (I ) and ( 2). 2 Semester Hours 
R ADIO ANNOUNCING-COMMERCIAL ( 4): A continuation of Radio 
Announcing-Commercial ( 3). Prerequisite: Radio Announcing-
Commercia l ( I ) , ( 2), and ( 3). 2 Semester Hours 
FEATURE ANNOUNCING (I ) : This is a work-shop course, covering 
such phases of radio speaking as newscasts, interviews. special 
events. descriptions, etc. Actual broadcast procedure is simulated 
throughout. 2 Semester Hours 
F E.HURE ANNOUNCING ( 2): A continuation of Feature Announc-
ing (I ) . Prerequisite: Feature Announcing (I ) . 
2 Semester Hours 
FE.HURE ANNOUNCING ( 3): A continuation of F eature Announc-
ing (2). Prerequisite: Feature Announcin11 (I) and (2). 
2 Semester Hours 
FEATURE ANNOUNCING ( 4): A continuation of Feature Announc-
ing (3). Prerequisite : Feature Announcing (1), (2) and (3). 
2 Semester Hours 
RADIO AcTING (I ) : Skill in radio characteriza tion and interpreta-
tion is developed through actual participation in standard radio 
dramatic shows under realistic studio conditions. In addition to 
the regular work involved in the course. students participate in the 
ra dio shows of the Columbia Radio Players as actors. producers. 
directors. announcers and sound effect personnel. 
2 Semester Hours 
RADIO ACTING ( 2): A continuation of Radio Acting (I ) . Prere-
quisite: Radio Acting (I ) . 2 Semester Hours 
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RADIO AcTING ( 3) : A continuation of Radio Acting ( 2). Prere-
quisite: Radio Acting ( I ) and ( 2). 2 Semester Hours 
RADIO ACTING ( 4): A continuation of Radio Acting ( 3). Prere-
quisite: Radio Acting ( I ) . ( 2) and ( 3). 2 Semester Hours 
DIALECTS (I ) : Training in the use of dialects and colloquial 
speech. Students assume various roles in dramatic presentations 
involving the use of foreign and regional dialects. 
2 Semester Hours 
DIALECTS ( 2) : A continuation of Dialects (I). Prerequisite : 
Dialects ( I ) . 2 Semester Hours 
STATION PROCEDURE (I): This course familiarizes the student 
with the principles of organizing radio time, the preparation of 
radio continuity, the organization of specified programs and the 
workings of the station traffic department. 2 Semester Hours 
STATION PROCEDURE ( 2) : A continua tion of Sta tion Procedure 
(I ) . Prerequisite : Station Procedure (I ) . 2 Semester Hours 
STATION OPERATION (I): Attention is centered on the presenta-
tion of prepared broadcasts. Problems of radio station scheduling 
are considered. Students are given practice in assuming a variety 
of responsibilities in a typical broadcast day . 2 Semester Hours 
STATION OPERATION ( 2): A continuation of Station Operation 
(I). Prerequisite: Station Operation (I). 2 Semester Hours 
BROADCASTING TECHN IQUE (I ) : The effective use of the micro-
phone, the use of sound effects, the use of turn tables and timing. 
The student is given experience under va rious broadcasting condi-
tions. Good microphone habits are established and the student is 
taught studio procedure and terminology as practiced in com-
mercial broadcasting stations. 2 Semester Hours 
BROADCASTING TECHNIQUE ( 2) : A continuation of Broadcasting 
T echnique ( I ) . Prerequisite: Broadcasting T echnique ( I ) . 
2 S emes ter H ours 
STl.iDEL'\T AT THE CO"'TROLS 
STl.iOE::-\TS 1::-\ A CLASS OF :.IICROPI-101'\E TECHNIQCE 
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R.~DIO PROGRAMMING: A study of the preparation of program logs. 
Federal Communication Commission rules and pr<Jcedures per-
taining to programming; correlation of programs, scheduling of 
programs and duties of a Program Director. 2 Semester Hours 
SALES AND PROMOTIONS This course develops techniques in selling. 
promoting and managing radio programs, investigating the spon-
sor's needs. the sponsor's product, and type of radio audience for 
which the sponsor's product has an appeal. 2 Semester Hours 
R.~DIO BusiNESS MANAGEMENT: A practical course covering the 
problems of relationship between station and sponsor-public rela-
tions, staff management, civic cooperation, political policy, and 
servicing of accounts. 2 Semester Hours 
RECORD PROGRAMS ( I ) : Methods of building recorded programs 
to fit the time of day, type of audience. and particular occasion. 
Correlation of music with all types of continuity and news. 
Students are given practice in selecting, playing. timing records 
a nd in the general development of disc programs. 
2 Semester Hours 
RECORD PROGRAMS ( 2) : A continuation of Record Programs ( I ) . 
Prerequisite: Record Programs (I). 2 Semester Hours 
PROGRAM BuiLDING (I ) : A study of the important problems con-
fronting radio directors and producers. Techniques in directing and 
producing radio programs; the problems of casting. Principles of 
producing serials. educational broadcasts and variety programs. 
2 Semester Hours 
P ROGRAM BUILDING ( 2) : A continuation o f Program Building (I ) . 
Prerequisite : Program Building (I). 2 Semester Hours 
PROGRA~! BuiLDII'OG ( 3): A continuation of Program Building ( 2) . 
Prerequisite: Program Building (I ) and ( 2). 2 Semester Hours 
PROGRA~I BuiLDING ( 4): A continua tion of Program Building ( 3). 
Prerequisite: Program Building (I) . (2) . a nd (3 ) . 
2 Semester H ours 
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RADIO WRITING (I): A study in writing and editing various types 
of radio scripts; characterization, dialogue. plots. atmosphere, 
comedy relief. suspense. tragedy, horror scripts. commercial dram-
atizations, and adaptations. 2 Semester Hours 
RADIO WRITING ( 2) : A continuation of Radio Writing (I). Pre-
requisite: Radio Writing (I). 2 Semester Hours 
RADIO WRITING ( 3 ) : A continuation of Radio Writing ( 2). Pre-
requisite : Radio Writing (I ) and ( 2). 2 Semester H ours 
RADIO WRITING ( 4): A continuation of Radio Writing ( 3). Pre-
requisite: Radio Writing (1) . (2) and (3). 2 Semester Hours 
CoMMERCIAL CoNTINUITY (I): Writing commercial radio copy; 
analysis of style and technique in relation to the prod uct advertised 
and consumer appeal. S tudents receive practice and exercise in the 
writing of spot announcements. and short and long commercial 
announcements. 2 Semester Hours 
Col\IMERCIAL Col'iTINUITY ( 2) : A continua tion of Commercia l 
Continuity (I ) . Prerequisite: Commercial Continuity ( l) . 
2 Semester Hours 
FuNDAMENTALS OF SPEECH: Phonetics. voice pro jection. tone pro-
duction. voice placement , brea thing. articulation and enunciation. 
Emphasis on the development of appropriate radio diction. 
2 Semester Hours 
bTERPRETIYE S PEECH ( I ) : Practice in the subtler n uances o f 
speech; shading. inflection. mood and persona lity interpreta tion a re 
studied. 2 Semester H ours 
INTERPRETIVE SPEECH ( 2) : A continuation of Interp retive Speech 
(I) . Prerequisite : Interpretive Speech (I). 2 Semester Hours 
F o RUM ON CuRRENT PROB LEMS: This is a discussion class devoted 
to current problems of sociological significance. such as labor, 
politics . economics. foreign affairs. etc. In this class. the student 
learns to express himself effectively while becoming fa milia r w ith 
important phases o f world and national affa irs. 2 Semester H ours 
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TELEVISION: The study and practice of acting and announcing for 
television broadcasts; television problems such as lights, scenery. 
entrances, exits, stage movements. etc. 2 Semester Hours 
STAGE AcTING (I): The study of stage movement such as walking, 
posture, entrances and exits; technique of physica l encounters on 
the stage. stage falls. etc .; use of props. and stage terminology; re-
hea rsals of representative dramas. The study of characterization. 
establishment of relationship of cha racters in a dramatic situa tion. 
motiva tion , and training in sense memory through d rama tic im-
provisations. All instruction is based on practical application. 
2 Semester H ours 
STAGE AcTING ( 2) : A continua tion of Sta ge Acting ( I). Prere-
quisite: Stage Acting ( I ) . 2 Semester Hours 
STAGE A CTING ( 3 ) : A continuation of Stage Acting ( 2). Prere-
quisite: Stage Acting (I ) and ( 2). 2 Semester Hours 
STAGE AcTING ( 4): A con tinuation o f S tage Acting ( 3 ). P rere-
q uisite : Stage Acting (I ). ( 2 ) and ( 3 ) . 2 Semester H ours 
CHARACTER iNTERPRETATIO:--: (I): The reading o f lines and char-
acterization, tempo and pace. volume. timing. intensity. pitch, 
building of climax, use of pause . acceleration, emphasis. mood and 
transition for sta ge purposes. Practice in group playing. 
2 Semester H ours 
CHARACTER i NTERPRETATIO:--: ( 2 ) : A continuation of Characte r 
Interpretation ( I ) . Prerequisite : C haracter Interpretation (I ) . 
2 Semester H ours 
STAGE PRODUCTION (I ) : A general course in the technique of pro-
duction , dea ling w ith stage fundamentals , scene design, stage 
ca rpentry , scene painting. stage lighting and cos tuming. 
2 Semes ter Hours 
STAGE PRODUCTION ( 2) : A continuation o f Stage Production (I ) . 
P rerequisite : Stage P rod uction (I ) . 2 Semester H ours 
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STAGE MAKE-UP: Study in the standard techniques of make-up for 
stage purposes. Students are acquainted with the newest materials 
and techniques and are given practice to develop skill in make-up 
for varying stage conditions. 2 Semester Hours 
HISTORY OF DRAMA: A general survey course in the history of the 
theatre and world dra ma . 2 Semester Hours 
. 
THEORY OF INTERPRETATION-PSYCHOLOGY : Psychological an-
alyses of dramatic situations and characters; those aspects of 
psychology which are the most useful in the field of drama. 
2 Semester Hours 
CLASS IN STAGE ACTI?\G 
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RADIO BROADCAST ENGINEERING 
SECTION II 
The curriculum of the radio broadcast engineering department 
is organized to give the necessary technica l background to students 
who expect to obtain positions as first-class radio operators in 
broadcasting stations. It is designed to enable the student to take 
the first class commercial radio operator's license. offered by the 
Federal Communications Commission. Tqis program of study may 
be taken concurrent with other subjects in the radio broadcasting 
curriculum. 
ELEMENTARY ELECTRICITY: Electrons and protons; potential and 
current flow ; E.M.F.: electrical resistance: Ohms Law; simple 
electrical circuits: use of meters: A.C. and D .C. electricity: induc-
tion: phase relations: series and parallel resonant circuits: vacuum 
tubes. 3 Semester H ours 
RECEIVERS AND TRANSMITTERS: Detection; T.R.f.; superhetro-
dyne; crystal oscillators; crystal oven; intermediate amplifiers: 
power amplifiers; use of meters and protective devices ; frequency 
monitor; modulation monitor; types of modulation; transmitter tun-
ing: elements of radiation: radiating systems: types of antennae; 
the transmission line: field strength measurement. 
3 Semester Hours 
STUDIO AND CONTROL-ROOM EQUIPMENT: Accoustics; microphone 
placement; the decibel : microphone and transcription equipment: 
recordings: mixing equipment; amplifiers; power supplies: volume 
indicators; equalizers: frequency measurements; remote equipment. 
3 Semester H ours 
REVIEW OF ELEMENTARY RADIO THEORY: A systematic review o f 
elementary radio theory operation. with emphasis on meeting the 
requirements for a first class radio operator's license. Typical 
F.C.C. questions a re analyzed and discussed . I Semester Hour 
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STATION PROCEDURE (I): This course familiarizes the student with 
the principles of organizing radio time, the preparation of radio con-
tinuity, the organization of specified programs and the workings of 
the station traffic department. 2 Semester Hours 
STATION PROCEDURE ( 2 ) : A continuation of Station Procedure 
(I ) . Prerequisite: Station Procedure (I). 2 Semester Hours 
STATION O PERATION (I) : Attention is centered on the presenta tion 
of prepared broadcasts. P roblems of rad io sta tion schedufing a re 
considered. Students are given practice in assuming a variety of re-
sponsibilities in a typical broadcast day. 2 Semester Hours 
STATION OPERATION ( 2 ) : A continuation of Station Operation 
(I). Prerequisite: Station Operation (I). 2 Semester Hours 
BROADCASTING T ECHNIQUE (I ) : The effective use of the micro-
phone, the use o f sound effects . the use of turn tables and timing a re 
stressed . The student is given experience under va rious broadcast-
ing conditions. G ood microphone habits are estab lished and the 
student is taught studio procedure and terminology as practiced in 
commercial broadcasting stations. 2 Semester Hours 
BROADCASTII':G TECHNIQUE ( 2): A continua tion o f Broadcasting 
T echnique (I). Prerequisite: Broadcasting T echnique (I) . 
2 Semester H ours 
RECORD PROGRAMS ( I ) : M ethods of building recorded programs 
to fit the time o f day, type of audience, and particular occasion. 
Correla tion o f music w ith all types o f continuity and news. 
Students are given practice in selecting, playing and timing records 
and in the general development of disc programs. 
2 Semester Hours 
RECORD PROGRAMS ( 2) : A continua tion o f Record Programs ( I ) . 
Prerequisite : Record P rograms (I). 2 Semester Hours 
AT A LECTliRE 
CLASS I~ \'\"RITI:'\'G TECH~IQliE 
COLUMBIA COLLEG ~ 
ADVERTISING-JOURNALISM 
BUSINESS 
SECTION III 
ADVERTISING-BUSINESS 
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ADvERTISING is now one of the importa nt tools of management. 
Over 3 billion dollars are spent annually in advertising media. It 
is BIG business and, when used effectively by American business-
men. advertising can lrelp to sell more goods and services to the 
American people. 
Advertising is a specialized technique for mass communication. 
It exists for two reasons : (I) Advertising is fast and ( 2 ) Adver-
tising costs less than any other method. 
The advertising curriculum is designed to: (I ) teach students 
the principles underlying advertising techniques used in everyday 
work; ( 2) provide adequate opportunity for application o f these 
advertising principles in classroom practice; and ( 3) acquaint 
students with visual demonstrations of the kind of adver tising cur-
rently prepared for the various media today. 
To meet the demands of large and small businesses. Columbia 
College offers practical business subjects to assist men and women 
in preparing themselves for the various phases of general business. 
S tudents w ill be introduced to the basic principles of business 
psychology. salesmenship. business organization a nd marketing . 
AovERTISING (I ) : The theory. principles and application of adver-
tising. The planning of advertisements, the copy plan, layouts, 
advertising mechanics and media , schedules and appropriations. 
the advertising agency, and rela ted topics. The organization of 
advertising. the economic significance of advertising, its social 
importance. the practical uses o f advertising, its relation to modern 
business organization. its place in the marketing plan. advertising 
research, preparation for an advertising campaign. 
2 Semester Hours 
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ADVERTISING ( 2) : A continuation of Advertising (I). Prerequisite: 
Advertising ( I ) . 2 Semester Hours 
RETAIL ADVERTISING P ROCEDURES (I): This course covers the field 
of advertising principles as they relate to the retailer or local ad-
vertiser. Emphasis on the technical phases of planning and pre-
paring retail advertising campaigns. The uses of retail advertising: 
elements of retail newspaper advertisements: preparation of the 
newspaper layout: writing retail copy: direct mail for the retailer: 
other media for the reta iler such as outdoor advertising , street car 
advertising, radio advertising, store-wide promotions: and the use 
of research for the retail store. 2 Semester Hours 
RETAIL ADVERTISING PROCEDURES ( 2) : A continuation of Retail 
Advertising Procedures (I ) . Prerequisite: Retail Advertising Pro-
cedures (I ) . 2 Semester Hours 
NATIONAL ADVERTISING PROCEDURES (I ) : Covering the principles 
of advertising from · the standpoint of the national advertiser. 
Emphasis is placed on the technique of planning a nd preparing the 
nationa l campaign. Discussion will include the economic aspects of 
advertising in modern business. T opics will a lso include the basic 
principles of (I ) Product Analysis: ( 2 ) Market Research and 
Analysis: ( 3) Copy and Layout: ( 4) Production Methods: ( 5) 
Media: ( 6) Sales Promotion Strategies, and ( 7) Budget. One 
complete campaign for a nationa l product provides the background 
for an original advertising campaign produced in the latter part 
of the course. 2 Semester Hours 
NATIONAL ADVERTISING PROCEDURES ( 2) : A continuation of N a-
tional Advertising Procedures (I). Prerequisite: Nationa l Adver-
tising Procedures (I ) . 2 Semester Hours 
ADVERTISING CoPY WRITING (I ) : This is a course designed to 
provide the student with an understanding of the general principles 
underlying the writing of magazine, newspaper . trade publications. 
and outdoor advertising. Critical evaluation of actual a dvertise-
ments is combined w ith practice in the preparation of original copy. 
2 Semester Hours 
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ADVERTISING CoPY WRITING ( 2): A continuation of Advertising 
Copy Writing (I). Prerequisite: Advertising Copy Writing (I). 
2 Semester Hours 
ADVERTISING LAYOUT CoNSTRUCTION: A practical course for the 
student to learn by demonstration the principles of preparing effec-
tive advertising layouts for various kinds of media. Principles of 
unity, coherence, emphasis, contrast, and rhythm of movement in 
advertising layout consruction will be stressed. 2 Semester Hours 
MARKET RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS METHODS (I ) : The student 
learns about the practical application of scientific method in the 
analysis of advertising and marketing problems and in the conduct 
of market research investigations and studies. Procedure for effec-
tively conducting market research and analysis is presented and 
followed by an actual market analysis by the students involving 
planning, interpretation and presentation of results. 
2 Semester Hours 
M ARKET RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS METHODS ( 2 ): A continua tion 
of M arket Research and Analysis M ethods (I). Prerequisite: 
Market Research and Analysis Methods ( I ) . 2 Semester Hours 
Col\n!ERCIAL CoNTINUITY (I): Writing commercial radio copy. 
analysis of sty le and techniques in relation to the product adver-
tised and consumer appeal. Students receive practice and exercise 
in the writing of spot announcements, and short and long com-
mercia l announcements. 2 Semester Hours 
Co~I ~!ERCIAL CoNTINUITY ( 2): A continuation of Commercial 
Continuity (I) . Prerequisite : Commercia l Continuity (I). 
2 Semester H ours 
Busi:-.i ESS ORGANIZATION: An introductorv course in business. 
T opics of discussion will include the type~. functions, organiza-
tion. operation, controls, and problems of business organization. 
2 Semester H ours 
BuSI:-.iESS PsYCHOLOGY : The basic principles o f psycholOHY a pplied 
to the human rela tions in the business world. M ethods o f motiva t-
ing people to greater efforts: the elimina tion o f inter-personal fric-
tion: problems in human engineering. 2 Semester Hours 
PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING ( 2): A continuation of Principles of 
Marketing (I) . Prerequisite : Principles of Marketing ( I) . 
2 Semester Hours 
PERSONNEL RELATIONS MANAGEMENT (I ) : Newer conceptions of 
personnel relations. Instruments of personnel control such as ap-
plications, transfers. promotions, discharges, merit ratings. job 
analysis. Education, training and adjustment of the employee. 
Employee incentives and rewards. 2 Semester Hours 
PERSONNEL RELATIONS MANAGEMENT ( 2): A continuation of 
Personnel Rela tions Management (I ) . Prerequisite : Personnel 
Rela tions Management ( I ) . 2 Semester Hours 
Pus u c RELATIONS AND PuBLICITY: Newer conceptions of public 
relations are analyzed. The widespread application of advertising 
and publicity are demonstrated; types and appeals of advertising; 
the role of publicity in industrial and business organization. 
] ~emesler J.lours 
SALESMANSHIP : The psychology of salesmanship; techniques of 
inftU[fiCinQ p~op!Q. TypQ~ ef nlwllmhip alld types of sqleimin 
8nd lh~lr r~~PQCtiVQ ffiQ~iU . ' l ~emester J.lours 
PUBLICITY (I ) : Techniques for the popularization of individuals. 
institutions and industry through planned stories, pictures and 
radio appearances. 2 Semester H ours 
PUBLICITY ( 2): A continuation of Publicity (I ) . Prerequisite: 
Publicity (I ) . 2 Semester H ours 
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~RJNr:IPlRS bP MA~KETINC (I)~ A study ol the nature ol m<~rket-
ing: marketing functions and institutions; retailing and wholesaling 
practices; manufacturer and middlemen relations; the consumer and 
marketing; and marketing legislation. 2 Semester Hours 
PRI:-<CIPLES OF MARKETING ( 2) : A continuation of Principles of 
Marketing (I). Prerequisite: Principles of Marketing ( I). 
2 Semester Hours 
PERSONNEL RELATIONS MANAGEMENT (I ) ; Newer conceptions of 
personnel relations. Instruments of personnel control such as ap-
plications. transfers. promotions. discharges, merit ratings. job 
analysis. Education, training and adjustment of the employee. 
Employee incentives and rewards. 2 Semester Hours 
PERSONNEL RELATIONS MANAGEMENT (2): A continuation of 
Personnel Relations Management ( 1 ). Prerequisite : Personnel 
Relations Management ( 1 ) . 2 Semester Hours 
PuBLIC RELATIONS AND PuBLICITY: Newer conceptions of public 
relations are analyzed. The widespread application of advertising 
and publicity are demonstrated; types and appeals of advertising; 
the role of publicity in industrial and business organization. 
2 Semester Hours 
SALES~IANSHIP: The psychology of salesmanship; techniques of 
influencing people. Types of salesmanship and types of salesmen 
and their respective merits. 2 Semester Hours 
PuBLICITY ( 1 ) : Techniques for the popularization of individuals. 
institutions and industry through planned stories. pictures and 
radio appearances. 2 Semester Hours 
PuBLICITY ( 2): A continuation of Publicity (I ) . Prerequisite : 
Publicity (I ) . 2 Semester Hours 
COlUM~IA COll~GI~ 
JOURNALISM 
JouR~ALISM is the day-to-day record of world history as inter-
preted through newspaper, magazines, business publications and 
radio. In their broadest functions, these media serve an interested 
world with "on the spot" coverage of all important events. In a 
more limited sphere. financial publications. house organs, trade 
magazines, etc., are also fields for the journalist. 
Both men and women alike have carved important careers for 
themselves through journalism. People who today hold high 
positions in advertising, publishing and other businesses can often 
trace much of their success to careers that began as working 
journalists. The writing of a novel or a magazine story, or descrip-
tion of a scene or an object. are as much journalism as is news-
paper reporting. Both require skilled techniques. 
The study of journalism not only prepares the student for a 
career but also broaden5 his perspective on life. 
FUNDAMENTALS OF WRITING : A comprehensive review of gram-
mar. The intensive study of the principles of rhetoric, with special 
emphasis upon sentence and paragraph organization, clearness and 
effectiveness. Constant practice in various types of writing. looking 
toward accuracy and variety of diction, facility and forcefulness o f 
expression, and unity and logic of thought 2 Semester Hours 
CREATIVE W RITING (I) : A course designed to develop effective 
techniques of writing creatively. Guidance is provided for students 
desiring to develop facility in writing short stories, drama and 
longer forms of narration. 2 Semester Hours 
C RE.>.TIVE WRITING ( 2) : A continuation of Creative Writing (I). 
Prerequisite : Creative Writing (I) . 2 Semester Hours 
VocABULARY BUILDING ( 1) : A practica l course in the use and 
mastery of words found in ordinary writing. reading and conversa-
tion. The meaning a nd correct usage of words is studied from the 
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standpoint o{ human communication. 'A variety o£ classroom exer-
cises serve to deepen and extend the average vocabulary. 
2 Semester Hours 
VocABULARY BUILDING ( 2): A continuation of Vocabulary Build-
ing (I). Prerequisite : Vocabulary Building (I). 
2 Semester Hours 
NEws WRITING (I ) : Intensive practice in the gathering and writ-
ing of news. The factors that go into getting a good story by an 
effective interview. Development of a sound news sense as re-
flected in the writing of a complete news story. 2 Semester Hours 
NEWS WRITING (2) : A continuation of News Writing (I). Pre-
requisite: New Writing (I) . 2 Semester Hours 
NEws WRITING (3): A continuation of News Writing (2). Pre-
requisite: N ews Writing (I) and (2) . 2 Semester Hours 
NEWS WRITING (4): A continuation of News W riting (3). Pre-
requisite: News Writing (1), (2) and (3) . 2 Semester Hours 
PuBLICITY (I): Techniques for the popularization of individuals. 
institutions and industry through planned stories, pictures and 
radio appearances. 2 Semester Hours 
PuBLICITY ( 2): A continuation of Publicity (I ) . Prerequisite: 
Publicity ( I ) . 2 Semester Hours 
CoPY-READING (I ) : The use of judgment in editing copy for 
newspaper publication. Instruction consists of the writing of head-
J;nes, of techniques for correcting grammar a nd spelling. and con-
densing ponderous, weighty writing into simple language. 
2 Semester Hours 
CoPY-READING ( 2): A continuation of Copy-Reading (I) . Pre-
requisite: Copy-Reading ( I ) . 2 Semester Hours 
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RADIO WRITING (I): A study in writing and editing various types 
of radio scripts; characterization, dialogue, plots, atmosphere, 
comedy relief, suspense. tragedy, horror scripts, commercial dram-
atizations and adaptation. 2 Semester Hours 
RADIO WRITING ( 2): A continuation of Radio Writing (I). Pre-
requisite : Radio Writing ( I). 2 Semester Hours 
R ADIO WRITING (3) : A continuation of Radio Writing (2) . Pre-
requisite: Radio Writing (I) and (2). 2 Semester H ours 
RADIO WRITING (4): A continuation of Radio Writing (3). Pre-
requisite: Radio Writing ( I ) . ( 2), and ( 3). 2 Semester Hours 
CO:-iTEMPORARY AFFAIRS: World problems considered in their re-
lationship to a journalistic interpretation. Current developments 
on the national and international scene fall within the scope of 
this course. 2 Semester Hours 
SociAL PsYCHOLOGY: The relationship between the individual and 
the group in society. the effects of group association upon the in-
dividual, the processes of group behaviour. 3 Semester Hours 
PSYCHOLOGY 
SECTION IV 
INTRODUCTORY PsYCHOLOGY (I ) : An introduction to the basic 
problems of human behavior with emphasis on the dynamics of 
adjustment; the nature of human motivation; the varieties of hu-
man emotion; problems of mental conflict; the development of per-
sonality; mental hygiene. 2 Semester Hours 
INTRODUCTORY PsYCHOLOGY ( 2): A continuation of Introductory 
Psychology (I) . Prerequisite: Introductory Psychology (I) . 
2 Semester H ours 
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ABNORMAL PsYCHOLOGY : Behavior problems and abnormalities. 
hereditary and environmental factors in mental disorders. their 
symptoms and treatment. Prerequisite: Introductory Psychology 
( I ) and ( 2). 3 Semester Hours 
SociAL PsYCHOLOGY: The relationship between the individual and 
the group in society, the effects of group association upon the 
individual. the processes of group behavior. 3 Semester Hours 
BusiNESS PsYCHOLOGY: The basic principles of psychology applied 
to human relationships in the business world. Methods of motivat-
ing people to greater efforts; the elimination of inter-personal fric-
tion; problems in human engineering. 2 Semester Hours 
PRINCIPLES IN PsYCHOLOGICAL GuiDANCE: Approach to guidance 
in its various phases. psychiatric, medical. social. psychological and 
recreational; the needs of people and their problems. 
2 Semester H ours 
DEVELOPMENT OF PERSO:o;.UITY: The growth of personality 
through adjustments to environmental pressure; normal and ab-
normal adjustments; theories of personality. 3 Semester Hours 
ENGLISH 
SECTION V 
ENGLISH CoMPOSITIO:S (I ) : English composition is taught by 
means of lectures. classroom exercises. written work and consulta-
tion. 3 Semester Hours 
ENGLISH CoMPOSITION ( 2): A continuation of English Composi-
tion (I ) . Prerequisite: English Composition (I ) . 
3 Semester Hours 
SuRVEY OF CONTEMPORARY AND CLASSIC LITERATURE: Significant 
writers in modern and classic literature in relation to psychological 
and social forces. Criteria of literary criticism. appreciation and 
enjoyment. 3 Semester Hours 
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DRAMATIC LITERATURE: A survey of outstanding examples of the 
drama from the classical to the contemporary. 3 Semester Hours 
GREAT BooKs: The reading and discussion of books which have 
had profound influence on modern thought. Selections from vari-
ous fields. Literature, Social Science. Science. etc. 
3 Semester Hours 
ll'TRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF THE NOVEL: The anatomy of the 
novel; historical survey of types, principles of criticism. 
3 Semester Hours 
CURRENT READING: A survey of leading works of contemporary 
fiction and non-fiction. designed to enrich individual reading pro-
grams. 3 Semester Hours 
1:-.:TRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF PoETRY: An approach to poetry 
through the study of the elements of verse; a survey of outstand-
ing examples of world poetry. 3 Semester Hours 
FuNDAMENTALS OF WRITING : A comprehensive review of gram-
mar. The intensive study of the principles of rhetoric, with special 
emphasis upon sentence and paragraph organization, clearness 
and effectiveness. Constant practice in various types of writing, 
looking toward accuracy and variety of diction, facility and force-
fulness of expression, and unity and logic of thought. 
2 Semester Hours 
CREATIVE WRITING (I) : A course designed to develop effective 
techniques o f w riting creatively. Guidance is provided for students 
desiring to develop facili ty in writing short stores, drama and 
longer forms of narration. 2 Semester Hours 
CREATIVE WRITING ( 2) : A continuation of Creative Writing (I ) . 
Prerequisite: Creative Writing (I). 2 Semester Hours 
R.\DIO WRITING (I): A study in writing and editing various types 
of radio scripts. cha racterization, dialogue, plots , a tmosphere, 
comedy relief, suspense, tragedy, horror scripts, commercial dram-
a tizations, and adaptations. 2 Semester Hours 
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RADIO WRITING (2): A continuation of Radio Writing (I). Pre-
requisite: Radio Writing (I). 2 Semester Hours 
RADIO WRITING ( 3) : A continuation of Radio Writing ( 2). Pre-
requisite: Radio Writing ( I ) and ( 2). 2 Semester Hours 
RADIO WRITING ( 4) : A continuation of Radio Writing (3 ). Pre-
requisite : Radio Writing ( I ) , ( 2) and ( 3). 2 Semester Hours 
COMMERCIAL CONTINUITY (I) : Writing commercial radio copy; 
analysis of style and techniques in relation to the product adver-
tised and consumer appeal. Students receive practice and exercise 
in the writing of spot announcements, and short and long com-
mercial announcements. 2 Semester Hours 
CoMMERCIAL CoNTINUITY ( 2): A continuation of Commercial 
Continuity (I ) . Prerequisite: Commercial Continuity (I ) . 
2 Semester Hours 
FuNDAMENTALS OF SPEECH: Phonetics, voice projection, tone pro-
duction. voice placement, breathing. articulation, and enunciation. 
Emphasis on the development of appropriate radio diction. 
2 Semester Hours 
INTERPRETIVE SPEECH ( I ) : Practice in the subtler nuances of 
speech-shading. inflection, mood, and personality interpretation 
are studied. 2 Semester Hours 
INTERPRETIVE SPEECH ( 2): A continuation of Interpretive Speech 
( I ) . Prerequisite: Interpretive Speech ( I ) . 
2 Semester Hours 
SCIENCE 
SECTION VI 
SuRVEY OF PHYSICAL SciENCES (I ) : The elementary facts and 
principles in such physical sciences as Chemistry. Physics. 
Geology. 3 Semester H ours 
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RADIO WRITING (2): A continuation of Radio Writing (I). Pre-
requisite: Radio Writing (I).. 2 Semester Hours 
RADIO WRITING (3) : A continuation of Radio Writing (2). Pre-
requisite: Radio Writing ( I ) and ( 2). 2 Semester Hours 
RADIO WRITING ( 4) : A continuation of Radio Writing ( 3). Pre-
requisite: Radio Writing ( I ) , ( 2) and ( 3). 2 Semester Hours 
CoMMERCIAL CoNTINUITY (I): Writing commercial radio copy; 
analysis of style and techniques in rela tion to the product adver-
tised and consumer appeal. Students receive practice and exercise 
in the writing of spot announcements, and short and long com-
mercial announcements. 2 Semester Hours 
CoMMERCIAL CoNTINUITY (2): A continuation of Commercial 
Continuity (I) . Prerequisite: Commercial Continuity (I). 
2 Semester Hours 
FuNDAMENTALS OF SPEECH: Phonetics, voice projection, tone pro-
duction, voice placement, breathing, articulation, and enunciation. 
Emphasis on the development of appropriate radio diction. 
2 Semester Hours 
INTERPRETIVE SPEECH ( I ) : Practice in the subtler nuances of 
speech-shading, inflection, mood, and personality interpretation 
are studied. 2 Semester Hours 
INTERPRETIVE SPEECH ( 2): A continuation of Interpretive Speech 
(I ) . Prerequisite: Interpretive Speech (I ) . 
2 Semester Hours 
SCIENCE 
SECTION VI 
SuRvEY OF PHYSICAL Sc iENCES (I ) : The 
principles in such physical sciences as 
Geology. 
elementary facts and 
Chemistry, Physics. 
3 Semester Hours 
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SuRVEY OF PHYSICAL SciENCES ( 2): A continuation of Survey of 
Physical Sciences ( I ) . Prerequisite : Survey of Physical Sciences 
( I ) . 3 Semester Hours 
SuRVEY OF BIOLOGICAL SciENCES (I ) : The elementary facts and 
principles of such biological sciences as Anatomy. Physiology and 
Genetics. 3 Semester Hours 
SuRVEY OF BIOLOGICAL 
of Biological Sciences 
Sciences ( I ) . 
S CIENCES ( 2): A continuation of Survey 
( I ) . Prerequisite: Survey of Biological 
3 Semester Hours 
PHYSIOLOGY: The structure and function of the human mechanism. 
Development of appreciation of health and a knowledge of how to 
maintain it. 2 Semester Hours 
HuMAN HEREDITY: The basic principles of genetics applied to 
man. The mechanisms of inheritance, dominance, sex linkage and 
sex determination; problems of eugenics. 2 Semester Hours 
SOCIAL SCIENCES 
SECTION VII 
IJ><TRODUCTORY SociOLOGY: A survey of group life as it ts evolved 
in our present-day society. Problems, brought about by social 
change, are studied. 3 Semester Hours 
Co:-;TEMPORARY SociAL PROBLEMS: The world scene as a back-
ground for understanding and interpreting the many problems 
which now exist. 3 Semester Hours 
SociAL EcoNOMICs: The rise of the industrial era: money, bank-
ing. industry, business, market practices, governmental control, 
consumer organization, labor unions, taxes, economic change, 
socialism and fascism. 3 Semester Hours 
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INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OP CULTURE: A preliminary study 
of the psycho-social environment; customs. mores. folkways. lan-
guage. 3 Semester Hours 
AMERICAN MINORITY GROUPS: A survey of racial and national 
minority groups in America. covering their Old World back-
ground, their cultural characteristics and their influence on Ameri-
can life. 2 Semester Hours 
CuLTURES OP THE WORLD : An inclusive survey of the socia l or-
ganization. religious practices. arts and economics of various 
primitive and old societies. Prerequisite: lntroducton to the Study 
of Culture, or consent of the instructor. 3 Semester Hours 
HISTORY OP CIVILIZATION: A brief survey of the development of 
civilization from ancient times to the present. with emphasis on the 
forces and factors that have contributed to the emergence of 
modern social. political and economic institutions. 
3 Semester Hours 
AMERICAN PoLITICAL AND SociAL HISTORY: A survey of the 
development of American political. social and cultural institutions 
from the period of exploration to the present. 3 Semester Hours 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS : Historical backgrounds of current 
international conflicts. International law and major treaties. Poli-
tical philosophies of world powers. 3 Semester Hours 
FoRUM ON CuRRENT PROBLEMS : This is a discussion class , de-
voted to current problems of sociological significa nce. such as 
labor. politics. economics. foreign affa irs. etc. In this class. the 
student learns to express himself effectively while becoming 
familiar with important phases of world and na tional affairs. 
2 Semester Hours 
MoDERN EuROPEAN HISTORY: The history of Europe from the 
16th century to the present: the Renaissance and Reformation, 
the French Revolution. The Period of Enlightenment, emergence 
of modern states; the origins of World Wars I and II. 
3 Semester Hours 
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HISTORY OF LATIN AMERICA: The political, social and cultural de-
velopment of countries in Central and South America from the 
period of colonization to the present. 3 Semester Hours 
WoRLD GEOGRAPHY (I): An introductory survey of the distribu-
tion and characteristics of the elements of the natural environment 
with particular reference to the bearing of the natural environment 
on the economic life of the social groups. 3 Semester Hours 
WoRLD GEOGRAPHY ( 2) : A continuation of World Geography 
(I). Prerequisite: World Geography (I). 3 Semester Hours 
FINE ARTS 
SECTION VIII 
ART APPRECIATION: Basic principles for the understanding and 
appreciation of art. Lectures, discussions, and field trips to nearby 
museums. galleries and exhibits. 2 Semester Hours 
MusiC APPRECIATION: Th<! major principles contributing to listen-
ing pleasure and characterizing the best in music. Students w ill be 
guided in listening to representative musical masterpieces. 
2 Semester Hours 
EDUCATION 
SECTION IX 
C URRENT PROBLEMS IN EDUCATION: A study of representative 
problems in the current American educational scene. 
3 Semester Hours 
HISTORY OF EDUCATION: This course serves to give students a 
deeper understanding of current practices and problems in educa-
tion by tracing their historical development. 3 Semester Hours 
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PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION: A study of the significant currents of 
thought and their influence on modern education. The meaning of 
education, educational aims and values, democracy and education, 
ideals. 3 Semester Hours 
AMERICAN EDUCATION: The nature and function of the American 
educational system. Basic issues confronting American schools in 
a changing society. Traditional and progressive approaches to 
educational problems. 2 Semester Hours 
EDUCATIONAL PsYCHOLOGY: A study of the problems of learning 
as they apply in the classroom situation. Recent research and 
theories of learning, laws of learning, conditions affecting learning. 
3 Semester Hours 
METHODS OF TEACHING SPEECH (I ) : Methods and materials of 
teaching speech, the organization of units of instruction, methods 
of evaluating student progress, diagnostic and remedial tech-
niques for the classroom. 3 Semester Hours 
METHODS OF TEACHING SPEECH ( 2): A continuation of Methods 
of Teaching Speech (I ). Prerequisite: Methods of Teaching 
Speech (I ) . 3 Semester Hours 
STUDENT TEACHING: Observation and participation in one of the 
cooperating schools, where the student receives his first experience 
in teaching under the guidance of a carefully selected director in 
th~ best public and private schools in the Chicago area. 
5 Semester Hours 
HOLIDAY CALENDAR 
1948-49 
Instruction begins .............. Monday. September 13. 9:00 a .m. 
Thanksgiving Day holiday .......................... Thursday, November 25 
Christmas Vacation begins ...... Friday. December 24. 5:30p.m. 
Instruction resumed .. .. ..................... ... Monday. January 3. 9:00a.m. 
Memorial Day holiday ..... Monday. May 30 
Independence Day holiday.. ................. .. .. M onday, july 4 
Aca demic Year ends .... ........ .............. Friday. August 26, 5:30p.m. 
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COLUMBIA COLLEGE 
p OR FIFTY·SEVE~ YE.\Rs, Columbia College has contributed greatly to the develop-
ment of professional education in the United States. The College has 
enjoyed a const~mtly growing reputation for professional thoroughness, for 
practicality anti for originality of instructional methotl. T he graduates of its 
Radio Department alone ha \ 'C gone forth to staff a Yery large number of radio 
stations throughout the country and have demonstrated by their profession:1l 
competence the excellent training they have received. Similar success has been 
experienced by the graduates of other departments oi Columbia College. 
To maintain its stanJards of thoroughness anJ practicality, Columbia College 
has developed its staff by securing outstanding authorities and experts from both 
the professional and academi< fields. It has selected men of sounJ training anJ, 
aboYe all, of extensive experience in their fields of specialization-men who are 
capJb!e of bringing lO the student the realities of the busine:ss and professional 
world. 
Practical men make for practical instruction. The College has pioneered in the 
de\·elopment of methods of training which are sound and realistic, and which 
bring results. A worl:-shop approach, in\·olving active student participation, makes 
instruction concrete and meaningful, and prepares the student most thoroughly 
and in the shortest time for professional work. 
Whether he chooses Radio, Speech, Drama, AdYertising, Business, Education 
or Journalism, the student receiYes the most expert guidance and instruction 
a \·ailable. 
SELECTION OF STUDENTS 
Before being accepted by the College, each applicant is required to ha,·e an 
individual conference to determine whether he has the qualifications and aptitude 
to follow successfully any of the fields for which Columbia College offers training. 
The applicant must furnish satisfactory character references and must haYe a 
high school eJucation or its equi\·alent. 
The admission of those who live in other parts of the country and who find it 
impossible to come in for the required conference will depend on the foregoing 
requirements and supplementary information requested by the Registrar. 
LOCATION OF COLLEGE 
The College is located in the downtown district of Chicago, facing Lake 
C\fichigan and Grant Park . The facilities of the park offer the student unusual 
opportunity for sports and recreation. Here he may takc.ad\·antage of the proxim-
ity to the FieiJ ~fuseum, the Planetarium, the Aquarium, SoiJier Field and the 
out-Joor concertS in Grant Park. He is also within walking J istance of the Art 
Institute, the Chicago public libraries anJ Yarious radio stations anJ theaters. 
3 
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DIPLOMAS-AND DEGREES 
Columbia College offers the following: 
Bachelor of Speech Degree. 
Master of Speech Degree. 
~on-degree curriculum of concentrated professional subjects. 
The Degree of Bachelor of Speech is awarded to students satisfactorily com-
pleting a four-year curriculum . combining professional and academ ic courses. 
Students are admitted to candidacy for the Degree of Master of Speech who 
present satisfactory e\·iJencc of an undergraduate Jegrce in Speech, Education or 
allied subjects, or who have obtained a Bachelor of Speech Degree from Columbia 
College. The Degree of \laster of Speech is awarded to those who successfully 
complete one year of graduate work. 
All students are permitted to lake special concentrated professional trJining in 
the fields of Radio Broadcasting, Speech, Drama, Business, AdYertisi ng and 
Journalism, the fi rst year or two, so that in the event they cannot continue rowards 
their degree, they w ill have met the basic requirements for entering the profession. 
SPECIAL SHORT PROFESSIONAL COURSES 
For those who are not in a position to study for a degree, special concentrated 
courses are offered in the fields of Radio Broadcasting, Advertising, journalism, 
Business, Speech and Drama. These courses are conducted in a practical work-
shop manner, giving the student an opportunity to participate acti\·ely in cLus 
projects so as to prepare him for his respective profession. 
DEPARTMENT OF GUIDANCE AND RESEARCH 
Columbia College maintains a Department of G uidance anJ Research which 
conducts scientific investigations into sociological, educational arid psycholog ical 
problems of importance to commerc~, industry, raJio and public affairs. It is 
expertly staffed with couns:Hors, psychologists and statisticians. It maintains a 
complete Testing Department. It :tlso pro\·iJes a Vocational Guidance Center tor 
th: VelCrans Administration. 
The findings of the Department of G uidance and Research have gained national 
recognition and have e;..;crteJ an important influence in the various fields to which 
it h as contributed. Particularly significant have been the studies of listeners' 
response to radio, the com parison of the occupational adjustment of vete rans anJ 
non~\·eterans, and the comparison of \Vorld \ Var II veterans and non-\·eterans in 
social and personal adj ustment. 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE s 
COMMENTS PROVOKED BY OUR GUIDANCE AND RESEARCH 
The results of some of the studies have evoked nation-wide interest. Laudable 
comment has been. received from such persons and organizations as: 
JA~IES FoRRESTAL 
Suretary of the Navy 
0MAR N. BRADLEY 
General, U.S. Army 
IRVING c. WHITTEMORE 
Director, Boston Univ~rsity 
G. A. MATTSON 
Dir. of Training and Education, 
Radio Corp. of America 
MtLTO" R. YouNG 
United State; Senate 
FRED J. KELLY 
Chief, Div. of Higher Education, 
Federal Security Agency 
EL>IO K. KEEL 
National Commander, AMVETS 
R.-\LPH BRADFORD 
Gmeral Manager, 
U.S. Chamber of Commerce 
DwiGHT ElsESHOWER 
Chief of Staff, U.S. War Department 
RAY H. WILBCR 
Chancellor, Stanford University 
EARL D. STRONG 
Dean, Grinnell College 
EDWARD F. WITSELL 
.lvlajor General a11d Act. Adj. Gen'l, 
U.S. War Department 
R. B. HANDY, JR. 
Adj. Gen'l, Veterans of Foreign 
War,· of the U.S. 
DoNALD G. GLASCOFF 
National Adjtttant, 
The American Legion 
RALPH PRATOR 
Director of Admissions, 
l.:niversity of Colo1\1do 
PERRY FAt"LK:"ER 
Chief, V <terans' F.m ployment Sa via, 
l: .s. Employment Service 
Sufficiently significant to the country were the research findings of Columbia 
College, on the occupational, social and personal adjustments of veterans and 
non-veterans, that they gained the attention of the United States Senate and were 
introduced and entered...hJ<-.Sen:rtorWylie-of-·Wt.ron.irr,-into the "Congressional 
Record" on June 25, 1945 . . ':,•. . · . 
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CREDITS AND ADVANCED STANDING 
The unit of credit used by the college is the semester hour, which is equal to 
eighteen class hours of instruction. 
Advanced standing is given to all students who present satisfactory evidence 
of previous collegiate work in the fo rm of a tran~cript of credits from an institution 
of higher learning. The credits are evaluated in terms of the extent to which they 
meet the requirements for the degree. Students may obtain an evaluation of their 
previous collegiate work by submitting this evidence to the Registrar. 
Columbia College is accreuiteu by the Examining Board of the State of Illinois 
as a college of speech and allieJ subjects , and for teacher training. 
Work-ncthe-~cnltegc-is--:tccepm:l-~_ili!.£~!i<m_ of ~ thc City of 
Chicago for~ promotion:r~ ~ credits. 
Because Columbia College installed a workshop method of education in its 
professional courses, ft..fequested a committee to be appoi~teJ to evaluate the merit 
of such a practical approach. \ 
Dr. john Ba rtk y, Chairman of the Committee ; then President of the 
Chicago Teachers College, now Dean of the Departn1ent of Education, 
Stanford Uni,·ersity. . 
Dr. Denton Geyer, Head of the Deparum·nt of Euucation , Chicago 
Teachers College. . 
E lizabeth Engle, Supervisor of Student Teaching, Chicago Teachers 
College. 
Dr. john DeBoer, then Director of Student Teaching, Ch icago Teachers 
College, now Chairman of the Department of Education , Roosevelt 
College. 
The Committee's report, after an exhaust i\'e study, was most favorable to anJ 
complim~ntary of Columbia College's rnet}lOds of euucation and training. 
The Columbia College is fully approved for the training of Veterans, under the 
G.!. Bill of Rights, Public Law 346 and Public Law 16. 
TUITION AND FEES 
The tuition is 5244.80 for each semester ( 18 weeks), plus $24.48 for scripts 
nd materials. The regular semester program consists of fifteen to s>xteen class 
hours per week ( 8 subjects). 
For students who take a lim ited number of classes only, the cost for each two 
college.hour class is $33.66 for a semester. This includes the cost of materials 
and scripts. 
In the cas: of veterans, who carry a full-time program (either Jay or evening) 
under the G.l. Bill of Rights, the College absorbs $4.90 so that the tuition and 
cost of materials do not exceed $500.00 per school year. The College is fully 
apprO\·eu by the Veterans Administration for training under the G.l. Bill of 
Rights. 
Installment Payment of Tuition 
If necessary, plans for payment of tuition in installments may be arranged wi th 
the Registrar. 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE 
STAFF OF INSTRUCTORS 
NoR~L\X ALEX:\.XDROFF, PreJident 
·\ 
7 
DA,.IEL D. H owARD .Dean 
B.A. and M.A., Univ·ersity oi C hicago. Formerly: Psychologist, 
Central Y.M.C.A. ; Psychologist and Director of Research, Gulf Coast 
Military Academy. 
u. s. ALLE" 
Twenty-five years with major Broad\vay 
fifteen years as · ~,~structor of Speech. 
Speech 
dramatic woductions; 
FLORENCE BAKER Art 
Ph.B., University of Chicago; ~I.A., Northwestern University. 
1\"orthwestern Labor~'tory School and Work Shop. Formerly: H ead 
of Art Department, Michigan State University. 
~(ERLI~ BowEN . D ramatic Literature 
B.A. and M.A., Univ·ersity of Chicago; M.Ed., Winnetka Graduate 
Teachers College. 
PHILIP R. CAl"\E. .Journalism, Advertij/"ng and BuJ·inejJ 
B.S. in Journalism, 1\"orthwestern Univ·ersity. Public Relations Di-
rector and copywriter, Sydney S. Lovitt Company. Formerly: \Vith 
Chicago Journal of Commerce; Publicist, Hotel Sherman; Publicity, 
Columloia Pictures. 
H ARRY CHRISTIAl' 
Producer and Staff Announcer, W.C.F.L. 
Radio 
RAYMo:-oo CooK .Education 
B.S., U niversity of Ill inois; M.A., University of Chicago. Professor 
of Psychology, Chicago City Junior College. 
B ERE:"ICE C R.\ WFORD Education 
B.A., B.S. and M.A., U niversity of Minnesota. Formerly: President, 
Wisconsin Supervisors' Association. 
JoHS DEBoER . Literature 
Ph.D., University of C hicago. Chairman, Department of Education, 
Roosevelt College. President, American Educational Fellowship 
(Progressive Education Association). 
ALLE" EARLE Radio 
Announcer, W.J.J.D. Formerly: Director, W.B.R.E.: Continuity 
Director, W.A.Z.L. 
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STAFF OF INSTRUCTORS (Continued) 
GILBERT C. FERGUSON Television, Radio 
Stage and radio actor, including such radio shows as "Henry Ald-
rich," "Gangbusters," "Ma Perkins," "Bachelor's Children," etc. 
Formerly: Producer-Director, \V.J.W.C. 
DE,;ToN L. GEYER . Education, Social Sciences 
B.A. and M.A., University of Wisconsin; Ph.D., University of Illi-
nois. Chairman, Department of Education, Chicago Teachers Col-
lege. Formerly : Professor, University of Illinois, Philosophy Depart-
ment. 
CHAUNCY GRIFFITH . Radio Nl usic 
B.M., University of Rochester; B.Ed., Western \Vashington College 
of Education; M.M., Northwestern University. 
HER>IA:< H. HEC:<ER . Geography 
B.Ed., University of Wisconsin. 
\VrLLIAM P. JoYCE. Radio 
Producer-Director, A.B.C. Collaborated in major radio productions, 
including "Jack Benny," "Quiz Kids," "Milton Berle," Breakfast in 
Hollywood," "Kay Kyser," etc. 
H.\ROLD G. LAWRA>;cE .fournaliJ·m, sldvertising and Businc·_;s 
B.A., University of Chicago; M.A., University of :Vlinnesota. For-
merly: Instructor in Business and English, University of Chicago; 
Head of English Department, Stetson University; Dean, Winona 
College. 
E RIC L oRD . T elevision, Radio 
Appeared in major network shows, including "Bachelor's Children," 
"Backstage \Vife," "Woman in \Vhite." Also, has appeared in many 
Television productions. 
H .-\ROLD :MILLER 
B.S., Armour Institute. Producer, W.B.B.M. and C.B.S. 
Radio 
]oH:< MooK Education 
B. Ed., Ball State Teachers College; M.A., Lawrence College. For-
merly: Director of Admissions, Morningside College. 
MAURICE M uRRAY 
Producer, A.B.C. Formerly with C.B.S. 
.Radio 
Au~E 1\"I:::Ft: Drama 
B.A., Baptist State College; M.Sp., Columbia College. Major Broad-
way and Canadian Stage Productions, Radio Productions, and Script 
Writer. Appeared on W.L.S., W.B.B.M., A.B.C. and W.C.F.L. 
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STAFF OF INSTRUCTORS !Continued) 
BE" K. PARK . . . .• ........ Radio 
B.A., University of Wisconsin. Producer, C.B.S. 
0.\::-.&:TE Pczzo . ., . .History, Social Sciences 
B.A. ami M.A., University of Chicag6. Formerly: Instructor of His-
tory, Rutgers University. 
]oH:-.- REIDY .R adio, Drama 
Formerly: Producer, 11ajor Stage Productions; later, actor and pro· 
ducer vario.us radio shows, K.Y.W., N.B.C., \V.G.l'\. , \V.B.B.M., 
etc. 
PACL Sc HROEDER , .Psychology 
M.D., University of Illin~. Director, Institute for Juvenile Research. 
CHARLES E. WoLFF. . Advertising and Business 
13.A.&S., Illinois Institute of Tech1;1ology; M.A. in Busi.ness Admin-
istration, Northwestern University.'Associate Professor of Advertis-
ing and Marketing, Roosevelt College. · 
· -..........., ~ 
J. LEWIS Y<GER Psychology 
B.A. and Ph.D., University of Chicago. Formerly : Director of Guid-
ance and Counseling, Mooseheart Laboratory for Child Research; 
Psychologist, Director of Research and Diagnosis, Minnesota State 
Public School. 
.\L\X P ARKER 
K .-\Y 1\.. .\RROL 
:\L-\ RIE STR.\TTON 
. Replacement Instructor 
Registrar 
Director of AdmissionJ· 
GUIDANCE AND RESEARCH STAFF 
NoR~!.\" ALEX.\).IDROFF, Chairman of Department 
'~ f"' '( .. -,,....,I '1 . , '. : '{1-. \,~ D.\:-i"IEL D. HowARD, Director 
.Bctsye-Altschul; B.S. 
Adel.e..Bereritr,-B;:A-;-
)oan- -&w;--B~­
l'\a th an ·6bzer;-Pil.D: .: 
Thomas Ket!ne<Ty;i\L-\. 
\!ichael Kraft, M.A. 
Lewis Levy, B.A. 
~conne-Lipm:m;-1\1'?. :" 
fohn Mook. M.A. 
Dorothy-rtppd;-H-,S,...-
Elsie Blanarlk;-13:-A:-
Maurice Cone!!, B.A:-
Eieanor GorJo!,; ·B.A. 
William Kirstimon, M .. -\. 
Ruth Letlerman, B.A. 
Sybille Lewis, ;\!..-\. 
~\hq ~leld<, ;.,.[.,..\.__ 
Hde_n Simo.-..,..B.S. 
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SPECIAL PROFESSIONAL COURSES 
RADIO 
T H E \videspread opportunities in the t:\'er~gro\ving field of radio, combined with 
the constant demand for new personnel by radio stations, prompted Columbia 
College to so organize its courses that men and women could acquire the neces-
sary skills in a comparati\'ely short time. 
Columbia College is in constant communication with radio stations throughout 
the United States, checking on their most recent requirements and modifying the 
College curriculum accordingly so that students are prepared to meet the changing 
demands of the profession. 
Classes are held day and eYening. The instructors are professionals whose 
approach is entirely practical and geared to the needs and requirements of the 
radio stations for announcers, news-casters, writers, actors, p roducers, directors, 
business managers, salesmen, rJ.d io station managers, com mercial continuity 
writers, Jramatic script \vri ters~ etc. The training in\'oh·es the use of a number 
of large, fu lly-equipped radio studios. 
Television training is incorporated in the Radio Department. 
Placement Bureau 
The function of the Placement Bureau is to cooperate w ith the student in 
helping him get started in the radio profession. Such cooperation is g i,·en to all 
students who are qualified to enter this field. Radio stations-all o\·er the country 
- apply to Columbia College for new radio personnel. 
Our Placement Bureau reports that the numher of our students obtaining 
employment in radio stations throughout the country has reached unprecedented 
proportions. 
Radio Announcing-Commercial: 
This course involves a general introduction to announcing techniques, incor-
porating sales principles of announcing, estahlishment of interest in a product, etc. 
All work is done on microphone, w ith emphasis on developing the student into an 
effective radio personality. 
The students participate in practical class-room demonstrations of oral selling 
and thereby receive pertinent instruction in this direction. Sincerity, coherence of 
thought and clarity of expression are stressed. 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE 11 
feature Announcing: 
This is a work-shop cours.:, covering such phases of radio speaking as news-
casts, interviews, special events, descriptions, etc. Actual broadcast procedure is 
simulated throughout. 
Radio Acting: 
Skill in radio characterization and interpretation is developed through actual 
parcicipation in standard radio dramatic shows under n::alistic studio conditions. 
In addition to the regular work involved in the course, students participate in the 
radio shows of the Columbia Radio Players as actors, producers, announcers, 
sound effects personnel, etc. 
Dialects: 
The necessary training in the use of dialect when portraying foreign ways of 
using the English language; also, specific colloquial lang uage peculiarities. This is 
a practical course. 
Station Procedure: 
This course familiarizes the student with the principles of organizing radio 
time, the preparation of radio continuity, the organization of specified programs 
and the workings of the station traffic department. 
Station Operation: 
Attention is centered on the presentation of prepared broadcasts. Problems of 
radio station scheduling are considered. The broadcast time is followed by class 
criticism a nJ. discussion. 
Broadcasting Technique: 
The effective use of the microphone, the use of sound effects, the use of turn 
tables and timing are stressed. The student is given experience under various 
b roadcasting conditions. Good microphone habits are established and the student 
is taught studio procedure and terminology as practiced in commercial broaJ. 
casting stations. 
Radio Programming: 
A study of the preparation ot program logs. Federal Communication Commis-
sion rules and procedures pertaining to programming; correlation ot pro_:;rams, 
scheduli ng of programs and duties of a Program Director. 
STUDENTS IN A CLASS OF MICROPHONE TECHNIQUE 
ALTERNATING VOICES IN ANNOUNCING 
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Sales and Promotion: 
This course develops techniques in selling, promoting and managing raJio pro-
gran1s; in\'estigating the sponsor's needs, the sponsor's product, and for which 
type of radio audience the product has an appeal. 
Radio Business Management: 
.-\ practiGtl course co\·ering the problc:rns of relationship between station anJ 
sponsor-public relations, stall rn:tnagcment, civic cooperation, poli tical poli(y, ~md 
senicing of accounts. 
Record Programs: 
:--lethods of building recorded programs to fit the time of day, type of audience, 
and particular occasion. Corr~btion of music with all types of continuity and 
news. Students are gi\·en practice in selecting, playing and timi ng records. 
Program Building: 
.-\ study of the important p roblems confronting radio directors and p roducers: 
how to direct; how to produce a radio show effecti,·ely; the problems of casting. 
Principles of producing serials, educational broadcasts, ,·ariety programs, etc. 
Radio Writing: 
.-\ study in writing and editing \·arious types of radio scripts; characteri zation. 
dialogue, plots, atmosphere, comedy relief, suspense, tragedy, hor ror scripts. com-
me rcial dramatizations, adaptation, contrast of visual and aural techniques, etc. 
Commercial Continuity: 
\\'r iting announcer's copy, styles of copy, character of copy in relation to the 
product adn:rtised: the lang uage oi announcing and the evaluation of listener 
response. Students receive practice and exercise in the writing of spot announce-
ments. anJ short and long commerci~1l annourKements. Construction of r:tdio 
inten·ie\vs. and various other types of announcer programs. 
Fundamentals of Speech: 
Phon c::tics, voice projection, tone production, \·oice placement. breathing, 
articulation and enunciation, :1nd emotion:l.l tone coloring: the :1pproach in this 
course is a practical one and eliminates non-esscnti ::~ls . 
Interpretive Speech: 
The purpose of this course is to learn to speak in an interesting and effective 
manner-shading, mflcction, mood and personality interpretation are stuJied. 
STUDENT AT THE CONTROLS 
IN THE LIBRARY 
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Forum on Current Problems: 
This is a discussion class de\·otcd to current problems of sociological significance, 
such as labor, politics, economics, foreign affairs, etc. In this class, the student 
learns to express himselt effectively while becoming fam iliar '.Vith important 
phases of world and national affai rs. · 
Television: 
The study and practice of acting and announcing for tele,· ision broadcasts: 
television problems such as lights, scenery~ entrances, e~i ts, stage mo,·ements. etc. 
STAGE 
The plan of training in st:1gecr:1ft includes both basic anJ professional courses 
to develop the student's skill in acting, directing and teaching. 
Stage Acting: 
The study of stage movement such as walking, posture, entrances anJ exits, 
technique of physical encounters on the stage, stage falls, etc.; use of props, and 
stageterminology; rehearsals of representative dramas. The stuJy of characteriza. 
tion, establishment of relationship of characters in a dramatic si tuation, moti\'ation, 
and training in sense memory through dramatic improvisations. All instruction is 
based on practical application. 
Character lnterprelation: 
The reading of lines and characterization, tempo and pace, volume, timing. 
intensity, pitch, building of climax, use of pause, acceleration, emphasis, mood and 
transition for stage purposes. Practice in group playing. 
Slage Produclion: 
A general course in the technique of production, dealing with stage funda-
mentals, scene design, stage Gtrpentry, scene painting, st.:tge lighting and cos-
tuming. 
Stage Make-up: 
Study in the standard techniques ot make-up for stoge purposes. Student< arc 
acquainted with the newest materials and techniques JJH.I a re gin~n practicr: to 
develop skill in make-up tor varying stJge conditions. 
Stage Direction: 
By use of orig inal matc::nal and scenes from plays, students :trc gi n:n pLlctice in 
the elements of play directing, such as composition of stage pictures, mo\Tment. 
rhythm, tempo, invention and direction of pantomime and stage business, casting 
and conduct of rehearsals. In addition to the work of the course, students are 
g iYcn Jn opportunity to work as assistants on the staff of profc::ssional directors 
who stage the productions of the Columbia Players. 
Hislory of Drama: 
A general surYey course in the history of the theatre and world drama. 
Theory of lnlerpretalion-Psychology: 
Psychological analyses of dramatic situations and characters ; those aspects of 
psychology which are the most useful in the fiei J of drama. 
CLASS IN STAGE ACTING 
CLASS IN TELEVISION ACTING 
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ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS 
ADVERTISING 
A D\'ERTISI~G is now one of the important tools of management. Q,·ef 3 billion 
dollars are spent annuall y in aJYerti~ing meJia. It is big b usiness anJ, when 
used effecti,·ely by American businessmen , ach·ert ising can h elp to sell m ore goods 
and sen · ices to the A merican people . 
. \Jyertising is a spcc.::ial iz;:J technique for mass com1nunicat ion. It exists for t \ \":J 
reasons: ( 1) AJn·rtising is fa st anJ (2) ad\'crt ising costs less than any other 
method. 
The :-tdYertising curriculum is designed to: (I) teach students the principies 
underlying :Hherrising techniques used in e\·eryday ,,·a rk ; ( 2 pra,·iJe aJequate 
opportunity for application of these advertising principles in classroom practice; 
and (3 } ~cquaint stuJents wi th \·i su::d demonstrations of the k ind of ad\'ertisi ng 
currently preparecl ior the nrious meclia today. 
BUSINESS 
T o meet the d emands of large and small businesses, Columb ia College offers 
practical business subjects to assist men and women in prepar ing them seh ·es for 
the Yarious phases of general business. Students will be introduced to the basic 
principles of business psychology, salesmanship, business organ ization, marketing, 
introductory composition and vocabulary building . 
Advertising: 
The theory, principles and application of ac.hcrtising . T he plan ning of a c.h c::r-
tisements~ the copy pla n, layou ts, advertising mechan ics a nd m edia, schedules 
an J a pp ropriations, the ad\·enising agency, and related topics. T he organization 
o t advertising. the econom ic significance of advertising . its social importance, the 
practical uses of aJ,·ertising, its rdation to m odern b usiness organization, its place 
in th e nurket in~ plan. ackertising research , prep:uation for an ach ·ertising 
campaig n. 
Retail Advertising Procedures: 
CO\·ering the field of aclvertising principles as they relate to the retailer or local 
acJ, ·en iser. Em phasis will be placecl on the technical phases ot planning anJ 
preparing reta il athertising cam paig ns. T he uses of retail ath ·ertising; elem ents of 
retail newspaper ad ,·ertisemcnts; prep:~ration of the ncwsp:1per layout ; w ri t ing 
retail copy; direct mail for the retailer : other m eJiums for the retailer such as 
outdoor advertising , st reet car at.h·ertising, radio ::tdvertising, store-wide promo-
tions; and the use of research for the retail store. 
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National Advertising Procedures: 
Covering the principles of advertising from the standpoint oi the national 
advertiser. Emphasis is placed on the technique of planning and preparing the 
national campaign. Discussion will include the economic aspects ot advertising in 
modern business. Topics also will include the basic principles of (I) Product 
Analysis; (2) Market Research and Analysis: (3) Copy and Layout; (4) Produc-
tion Methods; (5) Media; (6) Sales Promotion Strategies, and (7) Budget. One 
complete campaign for a national product provides the background for an original 
advertising campaign produced in the latter part of the course. 
Advertising Copy Writing: 
This is a course designed to prO\·ide the student with an understanding of the 
general principles underlying the writing of magazine, newspaper, trade publica· 
tions. and outdoor advertising . CriticJ.I e\·aluation of actual advertisements is 
combined with practice in the preparation of original copy. 
Advertising layout Construction: 
.\ practi..:al course for the student to learn by demonstration the principles ot 
preparing effective advertising layouts for various kinds oi media. Principles of 
unity, coherence, emphasis, contrast, and rhythm of movement in advertising 
layout construction will be stressed. 
Market Research and Analysis Methods: 
The student learns about the practical a pplication of scientific method in the 
analysis oi ad vertising anJ ma rketing problems and in the conduct of market 
research investigations and studies. Procedure for effecti\·ely conducting market 
research and analysis is presented and followed by a n actual m arket a nalysis by the 
students involving planning, interpretJtion and presentation of results. 
Commercial Continuity: 
\Vriting announcer's copy, styles oi copy, character of copy in relation to the 
product advertised ; the lang uage of announcing and the evaluation of listener 
response. Students receiYe practice and exercise in the writing of spot annou nc::-
ments, and short and long: commercial an nouncem ents. Construction of ra:.lio 
interviews and oth~r types of announcer programs. 
,undamtnlall ol Wrlllng1 
A comprehensive review of grammar. The intensive study of the principles of 
rhetoric, with special emphasis upon sentence and paragraph organization, clear-
ness and effectiveness. Constant practice in various types of writing, looking 
toward accuracy and variety of diction, facility and forcefulness of expression, anu 
unity and logic oi thought. 
Creative Writing: 
:\ course designed to uevelop effecti,·e techniques oi writing creatively. Guiu-
ance is provided for students desiring to develop facility in writing short stories, 
drama and longer forms of narration. 
Vocabulary Building, I and II: 
A practical course in the use and mastery of words found in ordinary writing, 
reading and conversation. The meaning and correct usage of words is studied from 
the standpoint of all the human relations in everyday life. A variety of classroom 
e'ercises serves to deepen and e'tent.l the average ,·ocabulary. 
''\'ocabulary Building Jl'' is a continuation of "1." 
Business Organization: 
An introductory course in business. Topics of discussion will include the types, 
functions, organization, operation, controls, and problems of business organization. 
Business Psychology: 
The basic principles oi psychology appliet.l to the human relations in the busi-
ness world. ;\[ethods of motivating people to greater efforts; the elimination oi 
inter-personal friction : problems in human engineering. 
Principles of Marketing: 
A study of the nature of marketing; marketing functions anti institutions; 
retailing and wholesaling practices; manufacturer and middlemen relations; the 
consumer and marketing; and marketing legislation. 
Personnel Relations Management: 
!'ewer conceptions of personnel relations. Instruments of personnel control 
such as applications, transfers, promotions, discharges, merit ratings, job analysis. 
Education, training and adjustment of the employee. Employee incentives and 
rewards. 
CLASS IN WRITING TECHNIQUE 
CLASS IN ADVERTISING 
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Public Relations and Pub/icily: 
The new conception of public relations is explained. The wide scope of public 
relations is demonstrated. The scope of advertising and publicity is presented 
and the types and appeals of advertising are given to reveal public attitudes. The 
uses of publicity, the vital role oi publicity in industrial and business organization. 
Salesmanship: 
The psychology oi salesmanship is presented. The ,·arious techniques oi influ-
encing people at different times and occasions are thoroughly analyzed. Types of 
salesmanship and types oi salesmen are studied and their respective merits closely 
differentiated. 
JOURNALISM 
Journalism is the day-to-day record of world history as interpreted through 
newspaper, magazines, business publications and radio. In their broadest functions, 
these media serve an interested world with "on the spot" co,·erage oi all im-
portant events. In a more limited sphere, financial publications, house organs, 
trade magazines, etc .. are also fields for the journalist. 
Both men and women al ike haYe carn:d important careers for themseh·es 
through journalism. People who today hold high positions in ad,·ertising, pub-
lishing and other businesses can often trace much of their success to careers that 
began as working journalists. The writing of a no\·el or a magazine story. or 
descri ption oi a scene or ar. object, are as much journalism as is newspaper report-
ing. Both require skilled techniques. 
The study of journalism not only prepares the student for a career but also 
broadens his perspective on life. 
Fundamentals of Writing: 
A comprehensive review oi grammar. The intensive study of the principles of 
rhetoric, with special emphasis upon sentence and paragraph organization, clear-
ness and effectiveness. Constant practice in various types of writing, looking 
toward accuracy and variety of diction, facility and forcefulness of expression, 
and unity and logic of thought. 
Creative Writing: 
A course designed to develop effective techniques of writing creatively. G uid-
ance is provided for students desiring to develop facility in writing short stories, 
drama and longer forms of narration. 
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Vocabulary Building, I and II: 
.-\ practical course in the use and mastery of words foun d in ordinary writing, 
reading and conversation. The meaning and correct usage of words is studied 
from the standpoint of all the human relations in everyday life. A variety of class· 
room exercises senes to Jeepen and extend the average vocabulary. 
''\'ocabulary Building II" is a continuation of "!.'' 
News Writing: 
Intensive practice in the gathering and writing of news. The factors that' go 
into the getting of a good story by an effective inteniew. Development of a sound 
news sense as reflected in the \Vriting of a complete news story. 
Publicity: 
Techniques for the popularization of indi,·iduals. institutions and industrv 
through planned stories, pictures and radio appearances. 
Copy-Reading: 
T he use of judgment in edi ting copy for newspaper publication. Instruction 
consists of the \Vriting of headl ines, of techniques for correcting grammar anJ 
spelling, and condensing ponJerous, weighty writing into simple language. 
Radio Script Writing: 
A comprehensi\·e consideration of the Yarious types of radio scripts, including 
characterization. dialogue, plots~ atmosphere. comeJy. rel ief, suspense, trageJy. 
horror scripts, commercial dramatizations, adaptations. anJ the contrast of \·isual 
and aural techniques. 
Contemporary Affairs: 
\Vorld problems considered in their relationship to a journalistic interpretation. 
Such events as governments in transition, acquisitive nations, national :.tnd worlJ 
Jisarmament or rearmament all fa ll within the scope of this course. 
Social Psychology: 
The relationship between the individual and the g roup in society, the effects 
of group association upon the individual, the processes of g roup behavior. 
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ACADEMIC SUBJECTS 
PSYCHOLOGY 
Introductory Psychology: 
An introduction to the basic problems of human behaYior with ernphasis on 
the dvnamics of adjustment; the nature of human motiYation: the , ·arieties of 
huma~ emotion: problems of mental conflict; the UeYelopment of person~1 l ity: 
mental hygiene. 
Abnormal Psychology: 
Beh::wior problems and abnormalities. hereditary anJ en\·ironmental factors in 
m ental disorders, their symptoms and tre:ttment. Prerequ isite : Introductory Psy-
chology. 
Social Psychology: 
The relationship between the indi"idual ant! the group in society, the effcns 
o f group association upon the indi\'idual, the processes of group beha\'ior. 
Business Psychology: 
The basic principles oi psychology applied to human relationships in the 
business world. Methods of moti\'ating people to greater efforts; the elimination oi 
inter-personal friction ; problems in hum:1n engineering. 
Principles in Psychological Guidance: 
Approach to guidance in its various phases: phychiatric, medical, social, psycho· 
logical and recreational ; the needs of people and their problems. 
Development of Personality: 
The growth of personality through adjustments to en\'ironmental pressure; 
normal and abnormal adjustments; theories of personality. 
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Eng/ish Composition: 
')C:!?J i.;h.._;.-v 
ENGLISH 
English composition is taught by means of lectures. cb.ssroom exercises. \nitten 
work and consultation. 
Survey of Contemporary and Classic Literature: 
Significant writers in m odern and classic literature in relation to psychological 
and social forces. Criteria of literary criticism, appreciation and enjoyment. 
Dramatic Literature: 
.-\ sur\'cy of outstanding exarnples of the dr:una frorn the classical to con-
temporary. 
Great Books: 
T he reading and discussion of books which ha,·e had proiound influence on 
modern thought. Selections from various field s: Literature, Social Science. 
Science. etc. 
Introduction to the Study of the Novel: 
The anatomy of the novel: historical survey of types; pr inciples of criticism. 
Current Reading: 
.-\ survey of leading work s oi contemporary fiction and nonfiction. designed 
to enrich indi,·idual reading programs. 
Introduction of the Study of Poetry: 
An approach to poetry through the study of the elements o i v-erse: a sun·ey 
of outstanding examples of world poetry. 
SCIENCE 
Survey of Physical Sciences: 
The elementary facts anJ principles in such physical sciences as Chemistry~ 
Physics, Geology. 
Survey of Biological Sciences: 
The elementarv b ets and p rinciples oi such biological sciences as Anatomy, 
Physical, Genetic; . 
Physiology: 
The structure and f u~ction of the human mechanism. Development of ap-
preciation of health and a knowledge oi how to maintain it. 
IN THE REFERENCE ROOM 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE'S ALL-STAR SOFT- BALL CH AMPIONS 
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SOCIAL SCIENCES 
Introductory Sociology: 
A survey of group life as 1t is evolved in ou r present-day society. Problems, 
brought about by social changt:, arc studicd. 
Contemporary Social Problems: 
The world scene as a background for understanding and interpreting the 
many problems which now exist. 
Social Economics: 
The rise of the industrial era, money, banking, industry, business~ market-
practices, goYernmental control, consumer organizations, labo r unions~ taxes, 
economic change, sociali sm, fascism, etc. 
Introduction to the Study of Culture: 
A preliminary swdy of the psycho-social en,·ironment: rustoms. rnores. folk-
w:J.ys. language. 
American Minority Groups : 
A survey of racial and national minority groups in .-\merica, co\·ering their 
Old-World background, their cultural characteristics and their influence on 
American life. 
Cultures of the World: 
An indusi,·e sun·ey oi the social organization, religious practices, arts and eco-
nomics of \·ar ious primitiYe anJ folk societies. Prrrequisite: Introducti on to the 
Study of Culture, or consent of the instructor. 
History of Civilization : 
A brief su rvey of the Jevelopment of ci,·ilization from ancient times to the 
present, with emphasis on the forces anJ factors that han~ conrributed to th..: 
emergence of modern social, political and economic institutions. 
American Political and Social History : 
A sun-ey of the deYelopmcnt of American political. soci:d anJ cultural in stitu -
tions from the period of exploration to the present. 
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International Relations: 
Historical backgrounds of cur rent intc:.rnational conflicts. International law and 
major treaties. Political philosophies of world powers. 
Forum on Curren/ Problems: 
This is a discussion class, demted to current problems of sociological sig-
nificance, such as labor, politics, economics, foreign affairs, etc. In this class, the 
student learns to express himself effecti,·ely while becoming fami liar with im-
portant phases of world and national affairs. 
Modern European History: 
The history of Europe from the 16th century to the present: the Renaissance 
and Reformation, the French Revolution, the period of enlightenment, the emerg-
ence of modern states; the origins of World \Vars l and II. 
History of Latin America: 
The political, social and cultural de\elopment of countries in Central and South 
America from the period of colonization to the present. 
History of Asiatic Civilization: 
A surYev of the culture and institutions of the Far East, with emph;-tsis on 
C hina, Ind.ia and Japan. 
World Geography: 
An introductory sun·ey of the distribution and characteristics of the elements 
of the natural emironment with particular reference to the bearing of the natural 
enYironment on the economic life of the social groups. 
FINE ARTS 
Art Appreciation: 
Basic principles for the understanding and appreciation of art. Lectures, dis-
cussions, and field trips to nearby museums, galleries and exhibits. 
Music Appreciation: 
The major principles which contribute to listening pleasure and which char-
acterize the best in music. Students will be guiJ ed in listen ing to representative 
musical masterpieces. 
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EDUCATION 
Current Problems in Education: 
.-\ study of philosophy of ed ucation ond significont h istorical practices as a 
me:tns of understanding our present theories anJ practices. 
History of Education: 
T~is course serves to gi\·e stuJents a deeper unJcrstanJing of current practices 
and problems in education by tracing their historical development. 
Philosophy of Education: 
.\ study of the significant current of thoug ht and their influence on modern 
education. The meaning of education, educational aims and values, democracy 
and education, ideals. 
American Education : 
The nature and function of the American educational svstem. B.:1sic issues con-
fron ting American schools in a chang ing society. Trad i.tional and progressive 
approaches to educational problems. 
Education and the American Scene: 
.\ study of the responsibil ities of the teaching profession tow:.trd the social 
order in periods of profound change. 
Educational Psychology: 
.-\ study of the problems of learning as they apply in the classroom situation. 
Recent research and theories of learning , laws of learning, condi[ions affect ing 
learning. 
Methods of Teaching Speech: 
Methods and materials of teaching speech to children, the organization of units 
of instruction, methods of evaluating student prog ress, diagnostic and remedial 
techniques for the classroom. 
Student Teaching: 
Observation and participation in one of the cooperating schools where the 
student receives his first experience in teaching under the guidance of a carefully 
selected director in the best public and private schools in the Chicago area. 
